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Abstract

avoid the transmission of large copies across a network for comparison. Furthermore, since disk failures
are usually localized to a small portion of the disk, the
number of corrupted pages is usually quite small. In
fact, the earliest work on this problem, by Fuchs, Wu
and Abraham [5] considered the problem of detecting
a single corrupted page when the file is implemented
by two copies only. Barbara, Garcia-Molina and Feijoo [3] extended this work to detect a maximumof two
corrupted pages in a file with two copies. Since pages
are typically quite large, it is common to compute for
each page, a concise representation called a signature
[SI. Metzner and Kapturowski [8, 11, 101 have developed several protocols for detecting any number of
corrupted pages for a file with two copies. Barbara and
Lipton [4] presented a class of randomized strategies
for identifying any given number of corrupted pages.
Schwarz, Bowdidge and Burkhard [13] also developed
a mechanism that is able to detect and identify missing and extraneous pages.
Several attempts have been made recently to derive
lower bounds on the communication overhead and to
design protocols that meet these lower bounds. Madej
[SI presented a lower bound on the amount of communication needed to detect any given number of corrupted pages of a file with two copies. Deterministic and randomized protocols were also presented although they do not meet the lower bound. In [2] another lower bound was derived for the same problem.
Furthermore, a protocol was developed that requires
the minimum amount of communication specified in
the lower bound, hence the protocol is optimal and
the bound is tight. However, this bound is restricted
to files that have two copies only and where it is known
a priori that one of the two copies has no corrupted
pages. Rangarajan and Fussell [12] explored the more

The problem of detecting a corrupted page in a file with
multiple copies is addressed. A lower bound is derived
on the communication overhead and a protocol is developed that requires ezactly the amount of communication specified by the lower bound. The lower bound
and the protocol are the first optimality results for the
detection of a corrupted page in a file with more than
two copies.

1

Introduction

One of the main paradigms for fault-tolerance in distributed systems is replication. By storing several
copies of a file at different sites, the overall availability of the file can be greater than the availability of
a single site. Another, equally important motivation
for replicating a file is the need for fast and efficient
access to the information in the file at the site where
a copy is stored. In many scientific applications, e.g.,
geographic information systems, large files of images
and maps are used by many geographically dispersed
scientists. The usual mode of operation for these scientists is to acquire a copy of the data, and then use
it to derive other more complex data. Hence in such
applications, multiple copies of a large file are stored
in different sites of a distributed network.
Recently, there has been increasing interest in developing techniques for detecting corrupted pages in
the distributed copies of a large file. Since the files
are large, efficient techniques must be developed that
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general case of a file with any number of copies. They
derived lower bounds on the number of bits that need
to be transmitted in order to detect corrupted pages
within a certain probability of error that goes to zero
as the number of pages in the file grows to infinity.
They also presented randomized protocols that meet
this lower bound, asymptotically, within a multiplicative constant. However, since the protocols are randomized, it may fail to detect the corrupted pages.
Abdel-Ghaffar and El Abbadi [l] studied the multiple copy file problem in a restricted communication
model, namely the primary site model. In this model,
a particular site, referred to as the primary site, is
in charge of coordinating and detecting all corrupted
pages, and communication is strictly forbidden between other sites. A lower bound is derived and an
optimal deterministic protocol for this model is presented. It is, however, shown that this bound does
not hold in the more general and more realistic model
where any two sites can communicate with each other.
In fact, a protocol can be derived that requires less
communication overhead than the lower bound of the
primary site model.
In this paper, we address the problem of deriving a
tight lower bound for the general, nonrestricted communication model for a multi-copy replicated file. As
in [5], we restrict ourselves to the case of detecting at
most one corrupted page. This case is quite important
since failures corrupting more than one page are less
frequent than those corrupting a single page. However, unlike [5] where only two copies are assumed,
we consider a file that is implemented by any number of copies. We derive a lower bound on the communication required to detect such a corrupted page,
and develop a protocol that achieves this bound. This
protocol and the lower bound are the first optimality
results in the case of general deterministic multi-copy
file systems.
In the next section, we start by presenting a formal
description of the problem statement and introduce
some of the standard techniques used in the solutions.
In Section 3, we derive the lower bound, and in Section 4, we develop an optimal protocol. A comparison
with other related work is presented in Section 5. The
paper concludes with a discussion of our results.

2

Problem statement

Consider a file which is divided into N pages:
PI, . . . ,P N , and a distributed system of M sites referred to as SI,. . . ,S M . The file, which is denoted by
(PI,. . . ,P N ) ,is replicated a t the M different sites. We
use P,,,, where 1 5 n 5 N and 1 5 m 5 M, to refer
to the nth page of the copy residing in site s, . Ideally,
all copies are identical, however, due to site failures,
some pages may be corrupted. We assume that among
the total number of NM pages that reside in all M
sites, at most one of them is corrupted. The goal is to
be able, through (error-free) communication between
sites, to compare the copies of the file residing in the
M sites in order to determine the corrupted page.
Since the pages may be quite large, it is common
to compute for each page Pi a concise representation,
called the page signature of Pi, and denoted by pi [SI.
Each page signature has length b bits, which is typically much less than the length of the page. Thus,
two pages with different page signatures are not identical, but two different pages may have the same page
signature. The probability that this happens can be
made arbitrarily small by making b large. For practical purposes, we are often content if all pages with
corrupted signatures are identified. Metzner [8] has
developed a simple technique to assign signatures to
pages using feedback shift registers. In this technique,
it is assumed that the number of pages in the file, N,
is less than the total number of page signatures 2b,
i.e., b > log, N . We will assume that the condition
b > log, N holds throughout this paper.
To identify the corrupted page signature, sites
must exchange information via message passing. The
amount of communication is measured by the number of transmitted bits. For normalization, the cost
of communication is defined to be the number of sequences, each of length b bits, that need to be transmitted. For convenience, we refer to each such sequence as a signature. For example, a site may send
the bit-wise exclusive-or of a number of page signatures. This contributes one signature to the cost of
communication. It should be noted that the cost of
communication may depend on the location of the corrupted page. Here, we are concerned with the number
of signatures that need to be transmitted, in the worst
case, in order to identify the page with the corrupted
signature.

that this last signature is communicated between uncorrupted sites. Hence, there is a site that does not
transmit or receive any signatures. It is impossible to
determine whether or not this site is corrupted. Therefore, assume that the last signature is communicated
between a and st. If one of them is corrupted, there is
no way to determine which one it is. This completes
the proof in case N = 1.
Next, consider the case N 2 2 . First, we will
show that if it is known that a corrupted page resides in site s, then it is impossible to determine the
corrupted page by transmitting one signature. Indeed,
if it is possible to determine the corrupted page from
one signature, then this signature is either transmitted or received by s. Suppose that it is transmitted
by s. Since each signature is composed of b bits, then
the transmitted signature is one of 2b possible signatures. On the other hand, there are 22b > 2b choices
for any pair of page signatures. Therefore, there are
at least two tuples of distinct page signatures p' =
(pilpklp3, * . '1PN) and P" = (PYl ,pi',p31* * ,PN) such
that i f s has any of them, then it transmits the same
signature. If the receiving site has the page signatures p = ( p i , p ; , p 3 , . . ., p ~ )then
,
it should be able
t o determine, based on the signature received from s,
whether s has page signatures p' or p" since each of
these tuples differs from p in one page only. This is
impossible since the transmitted signature is the same
in both cases. A similar argument holds in case the
signature is received by s.
To complete the proof of the theorem in case
N 2 2, assume that it suffices to transmit T 5
[ M / 2 J 1 signatures. Suppose that the first T - 2
transmitted signatures are communicated between uncorrupted sites. Thus, there are M - 2(T - 2) 2
M - 2 ( [ M / 2 J - 1) 2 2 sites that do not transmit
or receive any of these signatures. Let s and s' be two
such sites. If the T - 1" signature is not transmitted from one of them to the other, then assume that
this signature is communicated between uncorrupted
sites. Hence, there is a site, say s, that does not transmit or receive any of the first T - 1 signatures. From
the above argument, it is impossible to determine the
corrupted page in s, if there is any, based on the P h
signature. Therefore, assume that the T - l't signature is communicated between s and S I . If one of these
sites is corrupted, there is no way to determine which
one it is based on the first T - 1 transmitted signa-

In this paper, we will consider the general case
where the number of copies, M, is arbitrary. h r thermore, we will drop the assumption that an uncorrupted copy resides in a known site. In order to
drop this assumption and still be able to identify the
page with a corrupted signature, we will assume that
M 2 3 . Indeed, if M = 2 , then there is no way to
determine which page is corrupted even if each site
knows the page signatures of the other site.

Lower bound

3

In this section we derive a lower bound on the number of signatures that must be transmitted in order to
detect one page with a corrupted signature in a file
with M 2 3 copies. Obviously, in order to accomplish this, a site with a corrupted signature should receive or transmit a message. Indeed, if this is not the
case, then it is not possible to determine if the site
is corrupted or not, and in case it is corrupted and
N 2 2, then there is no way to identify which page
has an erroneous signature. Since the corrupted site
is not known a priori, at least rM/21 signatures may
need to be communicated in order for each site, and
in particular the corrupted one, to receive or transmit
a signature. This gives a lower bound on the number
of communicated signatures. The following theorem
refines this lower bound and shows that it can be improved in case N = 1 to M / 2 1 if M is even, and in
case N 2 2 to ( M + 3 ) / 2 if M is odd and to M / 2 + 2
if M is even.

+

+

Theorem 1 The minimum number of signatures
T N ( M )that need t o be transmitted, in the worst case,
in order t o identify up t o one page wiih corrupted signature in M copies of a file composed of N pages as
lower bounded b y

TN(M)2

+1
{ [M/2J
[M/2J + 2

if N = 1
if N 2 2

*

Proof. We first consider the case N = 1. Suppose, to get a contradiction, that it suffices to transmit
T 5 [ M / 2 J signatures. Assume that the first T - 1
transmitted signatures are communicated between uncorrupted sites. Thus, there are M - 2 ( T 1) 2
M 2 ( [ M / 2 J - 1) 2 2 sites that do not transmit
or receive any of these signatures. Let s and s' be two
such sites. If the remaining signature is not transmitted from one of them to the other, then assume

-

-
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(see Figure 2).
Next, we consider the case in which ~ 1 = p1,,,,-1
,
~
for all m = 2 , 4 , . . .,2[M/2J. If M is even, then this
implies that there are no pages with corrupted signatures. If M is odd, then the first M - l sites have no
pages with corrupted signatures and no site requests
p 1 , from
~
site S M . If site S M does not receive any
requests from other sites, it sends its page signature
to site sM-1. Site sM-1 compares its page signature
p 1 , ~ - 1with p 1 , ~ If
. they are identical, then p 1 , is
~
~ corrupt. The number of
correct. Otherwise p 1 , is
transmitted signatures is [M/2J + 1 in this case also.
Next, we present the protocol in case N 3 2 as
shown in Figures 4, 5, and 6. The algorithm for site
,s
where m is even, is shown in Figure 4 in case
the total number of copies M is even and in Figure 5
in case M is odd. Figure 6 illustrates the algorithm
for site ,s where m is odd. Each signature can be
represented as an element in the finite field GF(2b).
Define

tures. Therefore, the above argument implies that the
last signature should be communicated between s and
s' also. Since s and s' do not communicate with other
sites, it is impossible to determine which one is corrupted. This completes the proof of the theorem in
0
case N 2 2.

4

be

An optimal protocol

We present a protocol, to identify up to one page with
corrupted signature in M 2 3 copies of a file composed of N pages, that requires the transmission of T
signatures, where

T=

+1
{ [M/2J
[M/2J+2

if N = 1
ifN22

'

Based on the theorem, it follows that the protocol
requires the transmission of T = T N ( M ) signatures,
which is the minimum number of signatures that need
to be communicated. Hence, this protocol is optimal.
First, we consider the case of N = 1 presented
in Figures 1, 2, and 3. This case illustrates, in a
simple manner, the basic operation of the protocol.
The algorithm for site ,s where m is even, is shown
in Figure 1 in case the total number of copies M is
even and in Figure 2 in case M is odd. Figure 3 illustrates the algorithm for site ,s where m is odd.
Site ,s where m = 2 , 4 , . . .,2[M/2], requests and
receives page signature p1,,-1 from site s m - 1 . Site
,s compares its page signature, PI,,, with P 1 , m - l . If
P1,m # P l , m - l , then s m knows that P1,m or PI,,-1
is corrupted. Therefore, pages in all sites other than
s,-1
and sm are correct. In particular, there is a
unique even m for which PI,, # p1,,-1. Site sm requests from a third site (as specified below) its page
signature which must be correct. Comparing this page
signature with PI,, and pl,,-l determines which page
is corrupt. The total number of transmitted signatures
is [M/2J 1. The third site, which is different from
s
and from which ,s requests its
both sm-l and ,
page signature is specified as follows. In case M is
even, then site S I is different from sites sm-l and ,s
if m = M (recall that M 2 3) and site s ~ - is
l different from the same sites if m < M (recall that m
and M are even). Therefore, we take the third site to
be S I if m = M and S M - ~ if m < M (see Figure 1).
In case M is odd, then site S M is different from sites
Sm-1 and ,
s since m < M. We take the third site to

SM

N

N
sigO,m

=

Pn,m
n=l

and

Sig1,m

=

pn,man
n=l

where a is a primitive element in GF(2", i.e.,
al, a2,.
. . ,ay...,d b - l are distinct [7]. Site sm,
where m = 2 , 4 , . . .,2[M/2J , requests and receives the
signature sigO,,-l from site s,-1. Site sm compares
Sigo,, with sigO,,-i.
If sigo,, # sigo,,-l, then S,
knows that a page in either s m or sm-l is corrupted.
Therefore, pages in all sites other than sm-l and ,s
are correct. Furthermore, there is a unique even m and
a unique n for which Pn,m # Pn,m-1. To determine n,
site ,s requests sigl,,-l from site s,-1.
From the
definitions of sigo,, and S i g l , , , we have

+

where a" and pn,, - pn,,-l are unknown. Solving these equations gives a"
= (Sigl,, Sigl,m-l)/(sigo,,
- s i g o , , - l ) . From a", the value of
n can be determined since a', a2,.
. . ,aN are distinct.
This can be easily accomplished by a look-up table.
Thus, site sm knows that the corrupted page is either
Pn,m or P n , m - l . TOdetermine which one is corrupt,
site sm requests from a third site s i , as specified above
in case N = 1, its page signature pi,,, which must be
correct. Comparing this page signature with pn,, and
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SEND(FU3QUEST p ~ , ~ - to
l ) site am-l;
RECEIVE(pl,m-1) from site sm-1;
IF P1,m = P1.m-1
THEN ~ 1and, p ~ , ~ are
- l not corrupted
ELSE (* Either site am or site am-l has a page with a corrupted signature *)
IFm=M
THEN
SEND(FU3QUEST p 1 ~ to
) site a i ;
RECEIVE(p1,l) from site sl;
is corrupted ELSE pi,,,, is corrupted
IF P1.m = p1,1 THEN
ELSE (* m # M *)
SEND(FU3QUEST p1,~-1)to site aM-1;
RECEIVE(p1,M-1) from site SM-1;
IF
= p 1 , ~ - 1THEN pl,,,,-l is corrupted ELSE
is corrupted

Figure 1: The algorithm for site sm, where m is even, in case N = 1 and M is even

SEND(REQUEST p1,~-1)to site am-l;
RECEIVE(pl,,-I)
from site a,,,-l;
IF P1,m = P1,m-1
THEN ~ 1and, p ~ , ~ are
- l not corrupted
ELSE (* Either site sm or site 8m-1 has a page with a corrupted signature *)
SEND(FlEQUEST PI,,,) to site S M ;
RECEIVE(p1,M) from site aM;
IF ~ 1= p, 1 ,~T
~ H E N p ~ , ~ is
- lcorrupted ELSE ~ 1is corrupted
,
~
IF RECEIVE(p1,M) from site S M (* m = M - 1 and pages in all sites other than aM are correct *)
THEN
IF ~ 1= p, 1 ,~THEN
~
p 1 , is
~ correct ELSE p 1 , is
~ corrupted

Figure 2: The algorithm for site sm, where m is even, in case N = 1 and M is odd

IF RECEIVE(REQUEST
from site si THEN SEND(p1,m) to site s i ;
IF m = M and site am has not received a message (REQUEST PI,,,,) THEN SEND(pl,,)

to site S M - ~ ;

Figure 3: The algorithm for site sm, where m is odd, in case N = 1 and all M
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SEND(REQUEST sigO,,-i ) to site sm-i;
RECEIVE(sigo,,-i) from site Sm-1;
I F sigo,, = sigO,,-i
THEN sites sm and sm-i have no pages with corrupted signatures
ELSE (* Either site ,S or site sm-i has a page with a corrupted signature *)
SEND(REQUEST sigl,,,,-i) to site sm-i
RECEIVE(aigi,,-i) from
SOLVE equations to determine the value of n
sigo,m sig0,m-i = Pn,m Pn,m-l
aigi,,
sig1,m-i = a"(pn,m - Pn,m-I)
IFm=M
THEN
SEND(REQUEST pn,l) to site s i ;
RECEIVE(p,,l) from site si;
IF Pn,m = pn,i T H E N pn,,-i
is corrupted ELSE Pn,m is corrupted
ELSE (* m # M *)
SEND(REQUEST p n , ~ - l )to site S M - ~ ;
RECEIVE(pn,M-l) from site S M - ~ ;
IF pn,m = p n , ~ - iTHEN pn,,-i
is corrupted ELSE pn,m is corrupted

-

-

Figure 4: The algorithm for site sm, where m is even, in case N 2 2 and M is even

SEND(REQUEST sigo,,-i) to site s,-1;
RECEIVE(sigo,,-i) from site sm-i;
IF sigo,, = sigO,,-i
T H E N sites ,s and s,-1
have no pages with corrupted signatures
ELSE (* Either site sm or site sm-l has a page with a corrupted signature *)
SEND(REQUEST sigl,,-i) to site s,-i;
RECEIVE(sigi,,-i) from sm-i;
SOLVE equations to determine the value of n
sigo,m

- Sig0,m-1
-

= Pn,m

- Pn,m-i

-

sigl,m sigi,m-i = a"(Pn,m
Pn,m-l)
SEND(REQUEST p n , ~ to
) site S M ;
R E C E I V E ( p n , ~from
)
site S M ;
IF Pn,m = p n , T~ H E N pn,,-l
is corrupted ELSE pn,m is corrupted
I F RECEIVE(sig0,M) from site S M (* m = M - 1 and pages in all sites other than
THEN
IF sigo,, = SigO,M
THEN site S M has no page with a corrupted signature
ELSE(* Site S M has a computed page *)
SEND(REQUEST s i g 1 , M ) to site s ~ ;
RECEIVE(sig1,M) from site S M ;
SOLVE equations to determine the value of n
8igo.m - Sigo,M = pn,m - P ~ , M
sigi,m - sigi,M = a"(Pn,m
Pn,M)
p n , is
~ corrupt

SM

are correct *)

-

Figure 5: The algorithm for site sm, where m is even, in case N 2 2 and M is odd
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IF RECEIVE(REQUEST 8igirm)from site si; THEN SEND(aig;,m) to site si;
IF RECEIVE(REQUEST pn,,,,) from site si; THEN SEND(p,,,) to site si;
IF m = M and site sm has not received a message (REQUEST
THEN
SEND(sigo,,) to site s ~ - 1 ;
IF RECEIVE(REQUEST s i g ~ , from
~ ) site S M - ~THEN SEND(sigl,,) to site s ~ - l ;

Figure 6: The algorithm for site sm,where m is odd, in case N 2 2 and all M
with more than two copies. Consider, for example,
the optimal protocol for two copy files [2]. Th'18 protocol requires, when the maximum number of possible corrupted pages is one and N 2 2, two signature
trarsmissions to detect the corrupted page. Given M
sites (for simplicity assume M is even), a straightforward protocol would divide the M sites into M / 2 sets
each with two sites. The optimal protocol would then
be applied to each set. Such a naive approach would
only identify a pair of sites with a corrupted page, and
already requires 2 ( M / 2 ) = M signatures, i.e., approximately double the number of signatures required by
our protocol which is ( M / 2 ) 2.
Now we compare our protocol with those protocols
designed for multiple copy files, where the number of
copies M is greater than two. The protocol of [l]restricted all sites to communicate with a particular site
called the primary site. The protocol requires M signatures to be exchanged if N 2 2, which although
optimal if communication is restricted to the primary
site, is obviously wasteful in terms of communication
overhead. Our protocol takes advantage of the more
relaxed communication model where all sites can communicate with each other and requires about half as
many signature exchanges. In [l], a protocol is also
presented which does not restrict the communication
model. In the case of one corrupted signature and
N 2 2, this protocol requires at least 2 M / 3 1 signature exchanges, while our optimal protocol requires
at most M / 2 2 signature exchanges.

pn,m-l determines which page is corrupt. The total
number of transmitted signatures is LM/2J 2.

+

Next, we consider the case in which PI,,,, = p 1 , m - l
for all m = 2,4,. . .,2[M/2J. If M is even, then this
implies that there are no pages with corrupted signatures. If M is odd, then the first M - l sites have no
pages with corrupted signatures and no site requests
a page signature from site S M . If site S M does not receive any requests from other sites, it sends SigO,M to
site SM-1. Site 8M-1 compares Sig0,M-1 with sigo,M.
If they are identical, then site S M has no pages with
corrupted signatures. Otherwise site S M - ~knows that
site S M has a corrupted page signature p , , , ~ .It requests s i g 1 , M from site S M and solves the equations

+

to determine n. The total number of transmitted signatures is [M/2J 2 in this case also.

+

5

Related work

Previous work on the detection of corrupted pages,
was concerned with the special case of files with two
copies, assumed restricted communication models, or
was randomized in nature. In the case of two copy
files, it is assumed that a known site, the coordinator, has no corrupted pages. The protocol of Fuchs,
Wu and Abraham [5], which was designed to detect
one corrupted page in a file with two copies requires
[log, NI 1 signatures. When the model is restricted
to a two copy file with a known uncorrupted copy and
N 2 2, our protocol requires the transmission of only
2 signatures; which represents a significant improvement for large N. In fact, under the restricted model,
our protocol is optimal and is a special case of the
protocol presented in [2]. However, all protocols designed for a two copy file do not scale well for files

+

+

+

6

Discussion

In this paper we presented an optimal protocol for
detecting a corrupted page in a replicated file with any
number of copies. We first derived a lower bound on
the number of signatures needed to detect a corrupted
page. In particular, if the file has only one page and M
copies, then [M/2J+1 signatures must be transmitted,
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while if the file has more than one page then [ M / 2 J+2
signatures must be transmitted. We then presented a
simple protocol that requires exactly this number of
signatures, and hence the protocol is optimal in terms
of number of transmitted signatures.
Although our presentation concentrated on the
problem of detecting the page with the corrupt signature, the goal is to correct this page. This can be
accomplished by transmitting a correct copy of the
page to the site with the corrupt signature. Hence at
an extra cost of one page transfer, the page with a
corrupted page signature can be easily corrected.
Our protocol, as well as most previously proposed
protocols, use signatures to detect corrupted pages in
order to reduce communication overhead since signatures represent pages concisely. Although economical
in terms of communication, there is a low probability that two different pages may have the same signature, and hence the corrupted page may not be detected. Our protocol can be easily modified to eliminate this possibility by identifying the signature of
a page with the page itself. This approach has the
advantage of guaranteeing detection of the corrupted
page even though it may not have a corrupted signature. Furthermore, if the corrupted page belongs to a
site ,s where m is even, then the site can correct its
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that contains a correct copy of the page from an uncorrupted site to site .,s Indeed, in our protocol, site ,s
always receives a correct page signature corresponding
to its erroneous signature. If signatures are replaced
by pages, then site sm receives the correct page. However, this is at the significant communication overhead
of exchanging pagesized messages instead of concise
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Finally, we note that an open problem that still
has not been solved is the determination of the minimum communication needed to detect any number of
corrupted pages in a file with more than two copies.
The present work solves this problem for the important case when only one page can be corrupt.
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